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Bi-text: Toward a New Generation of Support Tools 
for Translation and Terminology 

Abstract 

Existing translator's workstations still provide very little support for the 
central and defining aspects of the translator's task. The concept of bi-text is shown 
to open entirely new possibilities for sudi workstations. A bi-text is a pair of texts (a 
source and its translation) linked by a set of explicit translational correspondences. If 
translations are organized into bi-texts, a translation department's output can 
become a veritable corporate memory whose riches can be tapped using tools such as 
bilingual concordancing systems. Bi-text representations also provide the 
foundation for translation critiquing tools, capable, for example, of detecting the 
presence of deceptive cognates (faux amis) in a translation. Algorithms have 
already been developed to automatically produce a (partial) bi-text representation of 
a text and its translation. CITI is currently developing prototype concordancing and 
translation critiquing tools. 

Résumé 

Les postes de travail de traducteur actuels se concentrent encore trop peu sur 
les aspects proprement traductionnels de la tâche du traducteur. Nous montrons 
que le concept de bi-texte permet d'envisager de nouvelles possibilités à cet égard. 
Un bi-texte consiste en un couple de textes (une source et sa traduction) unis par une 
représentation explicite de leurs correspondances traductionnelles. Structurée en bi-
texte, la production d'un service de traduction devient une véritable mémoire 
d'entreprise, dont les richesses peuvent être exploitées à l'aide d'outils comme le 
concordancier bilingue. Le concept de bi-texte permet également d'envisager le 
développement d'outils de critique de traductions, capables par exemple de détecter 
la présence de faux -amis dans une traduction. Nous disposons des algorithmes 
requis pour calculer automatiquement mie représentation bi-textuelle (partielle), à 
partir d'un texte et sa traduction. Nous en sommes à l'étape de maquettage d'outils 
de concordance bilingue et de critique de traductions. 
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1. Background: Machine translation at CITI 

The Centre for Information Technologies Innovation (CITI), a branch of 
Communications Canada, has been conducting a program of applied research in 
machine translation since 1986. This program was established to help Canadian 
translators cope with demand that is growing much faster than available capacity. 

Since the early 1950s, a good deal of effort has gone into developing a universal 
translation machine (UTM) capable of producing completely automatic, high quality 
translations of arbitrary texts. Unfortunately, this work has not borne much fruit. 
In the current translation marketplace, machine translation (MT) is still marginal at 
best, as most translation departments feel that the current state of the art in MT has 
little to offer. 

Too many people still do not fully grasp how difficult the machine translation 
problem actually is. At issue is nothing less than the automation of one of the most 
complex manifestations of human intelligence. Translation requires not only a 
thorough acquaintance with two incredibly complex linguistic systems but also the 
ability to intelligently interpret texts within their extralinguistic context. In other 
words, the UTM falls within the realm of universal artificial intelligence -- and 
thus, for a long time to come, of science fiction. 

This view of MT has served as a starting point for the CITI program, which attempts 
to find a way to find appropriate uses for existing, non-optimum seeking 
technologies. In practice, this implies a search for an acceptable compromise on one 
or more of the characteristics of a UTM (quality of output, total automation, 
generality). 

Any compromise on translation quality must be rejected at the outset. Not only do 
most Canadian translation consumers insist on high quality, but experience has 
shown that it is rarely cost-effective to manually revise the poor translations 
inevitably produced by overambitious systems that attempt to be highly automatic 
and widely applicable at the same time. More workable compromises are likely to be 
found in systems that are either less automatic or less general. We believe -- and the 
CITI program has set out to prove -- that winning strategies can be developed in 
both cases. 
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The first component of the CITI program, to develop specialized MT systems, has 
been inspired by the work of the TAUM group at the University of Montreal which, 
since 1976, has shown that MT can be very cost-effective when dealing with limited 
"sub-languages" such as those used in weather forecasts. The reader is encouraged 
to consult several CITI publications describing these results (for example, Isabelle et 
al [7] and Dymetman et al [3]). The main thrust of the present report, however, is 
the second program component, namely, machine-aided translation (MAT). 

The machine-aided translation concept has recently fallen on hard times. The term 
is often used as a euphemism for poor-quality machine translation systems that 
produce results considered useless by translators. True MAT does not turn the 
translator into a custodian of unreadable  computer output. The machine only does 
what it can do well. 

In principle, two varieties of MAT are possible: human-assisted machine translation 
(HAMT) and machine-assisted human translation (MAHT). In the HAMT 

approach, the machine takes the initiative in translating and seeks human 
assistance for problems that it cannot solve. Unfortunately, there are so many 
problems in most texts that HAMT has so far only given rise to wrong-headed 
systems in which a stupid machine attempts to lord it over an infinitely more 
competent human being. 

In MAHT, on the other hand, translation is always initiated by a human being who 
takes responsibility for the central operation of reformulating a source text in the 
target language. The machine is brought in as required to assist with the more 
mechanical aspects of the task. The translator's workstation (TWS) concept was 
developed with this approach in mind. •A TWS does nothing more than support 
the translator's natural work by providing access to a variety of electronic tools such 
as word processors, spelling checkers, electronic dictionaries and terminological 
databases. 

Since only selected operations are automated, productivity gains will clearly remain 
small -- but real. Furthermore, instead of compromising translation quality, these 
systems enhance quality by calling upon the machine to do what it can do best. This 
approach has the additional advantage of being applicable to any kind of text. The 
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translator's workstation approach to machine-assisted human translation is a 

winniung strategy. 

Several prototype translator's workstations have already been developed in the CITI 
program (Macklovitch [8], [91), and tests conducted to date have been conclusive. 
The TWS concept is here to stay, and its acceptance among translators is growing 
steadily. 

2. The limitations of existing tools 

Nonetheless, existing workstations still have too little to offer translators. 
Translation is a complex activity. While there is no consensus on the best way to 
decompose this activity into stages, the breakdown proposed by Socioscope [12] is 
fairly typical of that found in the relevant literature: 

1. Receipt, planning, etc. 	6. 	Composition 
2. Initial reading 	 7. 	First revision 
3. In depth reading 	 8. 	Second revision 
4. Research 	 9. 	Proofreading 
5. Transfer(mental composition) 10. 	Delivery, invoicing, etc. 

Socioscope's description of the translator's job 

Not all currently available TWSs give equal emphasis to each of these stages. 
Surprisingly, the stages receiving the most attention are not those most specifically 
concerned with translation. For example, Version 2.0 of the CITI TWS (Macldovitch 
[91 ) is structured as follows. 

Stages 1, 2 and 3 involve the translator as reader or consumer of documents. In 
Stage 1, the translator may make use of a file conversion program to capture an 
otherwise incompatible source text on the TWS. Then, if the translator realizes that 
he or she is only required to update an already translated text, and if the previous 
version is available in machine-readable format, a file comparison program can be 
used to restrict translation to only those text segments that have been changed. 
Finally, a word-counting program is available for analysing and planning the 
translation task. The translator is on his or her own in Stage 2. In a more "in- 
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depth" deciphering of the text at Stage 3, however, the translator may choose to 
consult source language dictionaries or even use a concordancing system. 

Stages 4 and 5, where equivalences between the source and target languages are 
determined, are the heart of the translator's work. Bilingual dictionaries and 
computerized terminology banks are the TWS tools most relevant at these stages. 
While their contribution is not trivial, these tools are not particularly remarkable 
when compared with conventional printed materials. While a translator may turn 
to certain lexicographic and terminological tools during "transfer", or formulation 
of the translated text, this stage is essentially carried out manually. 

A translator, like any language professional, uses a word-processing or desktop 
publishing system to compose a translated text (Stage 6). Proofreading (Stage 9) can 
be assisted by a spelling checker (and often a grammar chedcer as well). Current 
TWSs do not have much to offer a translator for the strictly translation-related 
aspects of revision, that is, to validate established equivalences (Stages 7 and 8). 

Since CITI's TWS 2.0 is fairly typical of currently available environments for 
translators, it appears fairly safe to say that TWSs to support the translator's entire 
task are still a long way off. 

Because they address a much larger audience, tools to support reading, composition, 
management and transmission of written text, will develop independently of the 
translation community. Translators will benefit, however, from such developments 
as: (a) improved user interfaces; (b) reliable electronic mail for straightforward 
transmission of source texts and their translations; (c) better tools for spelling and 
grammar chedcing; and (d) eventually, tools for voice dictation. 

Any improvement in tools to support activities at the heart of the translator's task, 
however, must come from research in machine-aided translation. Beyond 
computerized glossaries, but short of full machine translation, how can translation 
activities be better supported? Clearly, a new class of ideas is called for. 

The balance of this paper will argue that the bi-text concept fills the bill nicely, and 
clears the way for a new generation of translation support tools. 

nnnn 
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3. The bi-text concept 

What distinguishes translators, as a group, from other language professionals? This 
question has an obvious answer. By definition, translators work with not one but 
two texts: an ffldsting text in a source language, and a second text to be produced in 
another language within the constraints of a certain equivalence relationship with 
the source text. Maintaining this equivalence relationship is the central focus of 
translation work, and any translation support tools must be based on some 
characterization of this relationship. 

It would be useful to reexamine certain general properties of translation 
equivalences in this context. First, the domain of such equivalences is infinite, 
because the set of possible texts in each language is infinite. A finite characterization 
of this relationship must therefore call upon recursive mechanisms. In practice, 
this means that the relationship must be based on a finite set of elementary 
equivalences 1  and a finite set of rules for combining these equivalences. An 
important consequence of this requirement is that translations must respect the 
following compositionality principle: the translation of a complex segment is 
usually a function of the translation of its parts. This principle is applied 
recursively, down to the level of a set of elementary units. 

The compositionality principle reflects what is intuitively obvious: when two texts 
are a translation of one another, correspondences can be observed between the 
respective parts of the two texts. An arbitrary segment S2 of the target text can 
generally be made to correspond to another segment Si  such that S2 is the 

translation of Si.  As Harris [5] has observed, certain preferred methods for 
formatting translations are in fact designed to bring out a number of these 
correspondences. For example, the idea of "side by side" formatting is to indicate 
pairs of paragraphs, while "interline" formatting indicates pairs of smaller units 
such as sentences. 

Harris ([5],[6]) suggests the term bi-text to designate a pair of text segments formed by 
explicitly coupling a source text segment with its translation. This term will be 

1 For example, a bilingual dictionary. Of course, relationships between linguistic units encompassing 
more than one word (such as idiomatic expressions or proverbs) must often be admitted as elementary 
equivalences. This in no way weakens our argument. 
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adopted here, with the following technical definition. Formally, a bi-text is a 
quadruple <T1, T2, Fs, C> where T1 and T2 are two texts, Fs is a function that 
decomposes these texts into series of segments and C is a set of correspondences 
between Fs(Ti) and Fs(T2). 

This definition raises a number of important issues. First, what kinds of 
corresponding segments are produced by the function Fs? While side-by-side or 
interline formatting seems to assume a simple sequence of non-structured 
segments, the compositionality principle suggests a hierarchical system of 
correspondences between very broad text units and progressively smaller ones. Such 
a hierarchical system can be obtained very naturally by assimilating the 
segmentation function Fs into a function for syntactic analysis, thus progressively 
decomposing source and target texts from larger units (such as sections or 
paragraphs) to individual words (and even morphemes). Such a decomposition is 
useful for formulating hierarchical correspondances between the two texts, as 
shown in Figure 1. 
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Clearly, however, any adequate characterization must allow for more complex 
correspondences than the consistently one-to-one mappings illustrated in Figure 1. 

An example as trivial as the translation of potato by pomme de terre involves a 
correspondence between one word and three. The hierarchical model makes it 
easier to formulate this kind of correspondence between units of different rank. The 
word-rank unit potato corresponds to the phrasai unit pomme de terre. 

The discontinuous constituents problem is representative of issues encountered if 
"surface syntactic structures" are used as the representational basis for forming 
correspondences. For example, it is diffictilt to describe the correspondence between 
not and ne. ..pas in examples (E1) or between turn...on and allumer in (E2), because 
one of the terms in the pair is not an identifiable unit in the representation: 

(El) a) Max has not seen Conrad. 
b) Max n'a pas vu Conrad. 

(E2) a) Max turned the radio on. 
b) Max alluma la radio. 

The obvious conclusion is this: a highly abstract segmentation function capable of 
producing "deep syntactic," "semantic" or even "conceptual" representations is 
required to generate a bi-text explicitly setting out all translational correspondences. 
In its general form, therefore, this is a difficult problem. 

Nonetheless, the problem of automatic bi-text production is much less difficult than 
the general machine translation problem, for at least two reasons. 

First production of bi-texts assumes passive competence, and not the active 

competence required by machine translation. The bi-text construction problem 
could be compared to the situation of a novice translator who, while not able to 
produce a good translation on his or her own, can understand the work of an expert 
translator. Passive competence is always much easier to acquire than active 
competence. 

Second, the hierarchical model of translational correspondences implies a variable 
resolution parameter in the specification of correspondences. In a low-resolution bi- 
text, statements of correspondence between units of higher rank, such as paragraphs 
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or sentences, is sufficient. 	A high-resolution bi-text will demonstrate 
correspondences between lower-rank units as well --phrases, words or even 
morphemes. This idea of resolution has no counterpart in machine translation, in 
that one cannot translate a paragraph without translating all its constituent 
elements at the same time. 

Two criteria, therefore, are used to assess the quality of a bi-text: its degree of 
resolution (are the correspondences fine enough?) and precision (what is the 
proportion of correct correspondences?). As discussed in Section 6, very modest2  
effort has already resulted in algorithms capable of automatically producing bi-texts 
with limited resolution (typically sentences) but very high precision. 

The next two sections will attempt to demonstrate that the availability of bi-texts 
creates opportunities for new, concrete forms of translation support. 

4. A "corporate memory" for translators 

Most translators are confronted daily with difficult translation problems. The tools 
currently at their disposal -- monolingual or bilingual dictionaries, specialized 
glossaries or terminology banks -- are clearly very valuable. Despite their high 
development costs, however, these tools remain quite incomplete and create a 
constant source of frustration for translators. 

In Canada alone, average translation volume exceeds one half billion words per 
year. The translations produced each year contain infinitely more solutions to more 

problems than all existing or conceivable reference tools! Translation departments 
must realize that their own texts are a resource to be re-exploited. 

Now, unfortunately, this is not the case at all. A typical translation department 
cannot even be sure that one of its translators is not retranslating, from scratch, a 
text that has already been translated by someone else. Translations are usually 
archived unsystematically and primitively, if not totally haphazardly. For lack of 
tools to help the translator get the most from them, machine-readable translation 

2 Modest compared to the enormous investment poured into machine translation over the last forty 
years or so. 
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archives, even when they exist, are of little use. Clearly, under these conditions, the 
average translator wastes a lot of time re-solving (or worse, un-solving) problems 
that a colleague -- or the translator him-or herself -- has already dealt with. 

Assume, for a moment, that a translation department receives all its texts in 
machine-readable format and that once work has been completed, source texts and 
their translations are systematically archiv.ed side-by-side (problems of compatibility 
between computer files have already been solved). Finally, assume that these 
archives could somehow be converted into bi-texts. True, that makes a lot of 
assumptions. But it is worth the trouble, considering what results: nothing less 
than a true exploitable corporate memory! 

In this mass of bi-texts, each segment of text in one language is related to its 
translation in the other language. Consequently, each segment representing a 
translation problem has a corresponding segment representing a solution to the 
problem. Bi-texts, therefore, are the building blocks in a memory-based approach: 
instead of re-solving a particular translation problem every time it comes up, 
previously found solutions can be called upon as required. 

How can this be implemented in practice? A number of approaches are possible. 
The most ambitious of these involve memory-based machine translation systems 
(as opposed to the rule-based systems that currently exist). Such systems should be 
capable of generalizing from examples (see Sato and Nagao [101 ). For the time being, 
this remains only an interesting line of research. 

A less ambitious approach would be to develop systems capable of retrieving the 
translation of segments (almost) identical to those to be translated and putting these 
into a form usable by the translator. A number of existing commercial systems3  

already incorporate some aspects of this approach, which appears to hold promise 
for the medium term. 

Finally, an even less ambitious (and probably more useful) approach would be to 
provide the translator with a means to selectively search, at his or her discretion, a 
database of bi-texts. Confronted with a specific translation problem, the translator 

3 For example, the ALPS TSS and UNITRAN systems. 
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would then make his or her own decision on the appropriateness of a search in the 
corporate memory. To this end, the translator will have access to a bilingual 

concordancing system, a relatively simple, but entirely new and to us very 
interesting tool. 

A concordance is a systematic inventory . of all occurrences of a word or series of 
words with the contexts in which they appear in a text. Professional language 
specialists, including some translators and terminologists, have been well 
acquainted with monolingual concordances for some time and regard them highly.4  
A brief excerpt of a monolingual concordance on the word  cou  ntervail,  extracted 
from Hansard, is found in the appendix. The concordance can be used to quickly 
determine the appropriate usage for any particular word or expression. 

While a monolingual concordance is strictly speaking not a translation tool, a 
bilingual concordance supports the search for solutions to specific translation 
problems by pairing each context in which a word or expression appears with its 
translation. 

The appendix also contains a bilingual version of the same concordance on 
countervail. A simple glance at this appendix .  reveals that translators have 
generally chosen to translate this term by droit compensateur, although a number 
seem to have preferred droit compensatoire. 

The appendix also contains bilingual concordances on two expressions in common 
use: the French expression cartes sur table and the English add insult to injury. 

Careful examination shows that while some translations of these expressions may 
seem commonplace, one does not have to look very far to discover solutions that 

•  are surprising, novel, perfectly satisfactory and nowhere to be found in dictionaries. 
A translation department's corporate memory is buried treasure at its fingertips! 

4 Version 2.0 of CWARC's TWS includes a monolingual concordancing system. 
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5. Translation critiquing 

Of course, not all translations are perfect, and corporate memory must be used with 
discretion -- although the reliability of this memory can only increase with constant 
improvements in the quality of translations in the department. The bi-text concept, 
however, spills over into the issue of translation quality control. The bi-text 
structure may quite possibly provide the necessary foundations for translation 

critiquing tools. 

Tools for correcting written texts (for detecting errors in spelling, grammar and even 
style) have recently been appearing on the market. While these tools are still far 
from perfect, their quality is improving every year and more and more people -- 
induding, naturally, many translators -- use them for proofreading. 

These composition support tools have not been designed with the specific problem 
of translation critiquing in mind. Even the most glaring translation equivalence 
errors are inaccessible to them. There is a good reason for this: these tools are only - 
capable of worldng with a single text at a time and lcnow nothing about bi-texts. 

Consider, for example, the lapses of attention that lead a translator (more often than 
one might expect) to omit to translate fairly large text segments -- a sentence, or even 
a paragraph. At the moment, there is no tool available to read a text and its 
translation and automatically find this kind of error. 

An individual critiquing a translation verifies that the correspondences maldng up 
a particular translation have certain specific properties. This verification is only 
possible to the extent that the correspondences have been made explicit, that is, to 
the extent that representations as bi-texts are available. 

The specific properties to be verified will depend on the degree of bi-text resolution. 
Even very low-resolution bi-texts should be sufficient to check whether the 
translator has neglected to translate whole sentences or paragraphs from the source 
text. These are specific examples of a general property that could be called the 
completeness of a translation. 
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A gradual increase in resolution may open the way for more interesting properties, 
such as their ability to avoid source language interference. 

Consider the classic deceptive cognate (or faux ami) problem. A "fully" deceptive 
cognate is pair of segments, like definitelyldéfinitivement, that are never 
equivalent. 5  A "partially" deceptive cognate is a pair of segments, like 
camera/camera, that are equivalent in some circumstances but not in others. The 
excerpts from Hansard reveal that the deceptive cognate problem is far from 
marginal, and indicate that support tools would be highly useful. 6  

A high-precision bi-text with resolution at the level of individual words would 
make it possible to guarantee that "fully" deceptive cognates are automatically 
detected. While this ideal has not been attained, preliminary analyses tend to 
indicate that (a) even with coarser resolution, an excellent signal-to-noise ratio can 
be obtained in detecting fully deceptive cognates; and (b) a number of techniques 
may also be useful for obtaining good results in detecting a large proportion of 
partially deceptive cognates. 

It may be possible to automatically verify other aspects of translation as well. 
Terminological consistency, for example, is one possible candidate. In this case, a 
mechanism would be developed to search a bi-text to identify situations in which a 
term in the source text is associated with more than one equivalent in the target 
text. Research along these lines, while only just getting under way, has the potential 
for greater short-and medium-term impact than work on machine translation. 

6. Automatic bi-text generation 

Since the early 1960s, research in machine-aided translation has focussed primarily 
on so-called "rule-based" methods for machine translation. Despite some clear 

5 There is clearly an error in cases like these, but not necessarily a translation error. It can happen 
that the author of the source text uses a deceptive cognate and that the translator corrects this 
mistake by translating the intention of the source rather than its literal content. For reasons which 
cannot be explained here, this does not seem to seriously compromise the potential for detecting 
deceptive cognate errors on the part of the translator. 

6 This is not intended as a criticism of translators. To err is human, and the time and material 
constraints present in each translation situation make mistakes harder to avoid. 
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progress, long-anticipated results have not been forthcoming. A recent series of 
studies at IBM (Brown et al  [1]) created a furor in the machine translation 
community by reintroducing an approach that had fallen by the wayside with the 
advent of Chomskian linguistics -- a statistical approach to translation problems 
based on a "corpus" of text rather than a set of translation rules. 

The debate between classical and statistical approaches will probably rage on for 
some time yet in the scientific community. CITI researchers, however, do not see 
the statistical approach as an easy solution to the machine translation problem. 

Statistical approaches do, however, have a number of advantages over rule-based 
approaches. Brown et al [2] and Gale and Church [4] have shown that some 
statistical methods are capable of automatically "aligning" sentences from a text with 
their translations, with a very high success rate. In the terminology of this paper, 
these algorithms automatically create high-precision bi-texts with resolution at the 
level of the sentence. 

While these kinds of results many not -bring machine translation any closer to 
reality, they are extremely important for the development of translation support 
tools. 

Research in progress at CITI has already replicated these results. Software has been 
developed to align sentences from a bilingual corpus composed of 100 million 
words excerpted from Hansard. Using this gigantic bi-text (an extraordinary 
laboratory), CITI has begun work on systems for bilingual concordancing and 
automatic recognition of deceptive cognates. CITI is also upgrading a number of 
alignment algorithms to increase the precision (see Simard, Foster and Isabelle [11]) 
and resolution of generated bi-texts. We are confident that we will be able to report 
tangible results in the near future. 
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Appendix: Examples of Concordances 

The following pages present sample excerpts from monolingual and bilingual 
concordances. All excerpts are taken from Hansard. 

The author begs the reader's indulgence .with regard to the somewhat haphazard 
page formatting, as the CITI concordancing systems are still in the experimental 
stages. Text excerpts in the concordances are preceded by the date of their appearance 
in Hansard. Source language segments are indicated by an "S" prefix, while 
translated segments are indicated by a "T". Finally, a "I" at the end of a line indicates 
that the segment continues on the next line. 

An example of a traditional monolingual concordance is presented first. Using this 
tool, the language specialist can quickly review how a particular word or series of 
words is used in a set of text segments. While the term countervail is well lcnown 
only to specialists in international trade, the concordance quickly provides an idea of 
how it is used. Two days of debates (in April 1986) provided sufficient examples. 

A bilingual concordance is a completely new tool, made possible by the 
development of techniques for automatically generating bi-texts. The first example 
looks once again at countervail, and juxtaposes the translation of each instance in 
which it appears. It will be noted that translators seem to hesitate between droit 

compensatoire and droit compensateur as a translation for cou ntervail.  

The two remaining examples cover more general expressions: cartes sur table in 
French and add insult to injury in English. These expressions occur less frequently, 
and the machine had to look through about 35 million words to find these few 
pages of examples. With appropriate software, this search could be almost 
instantaneous. The translations reveal undreamt-of wealth. Among some more 
commonplace translations, the reader will have no trouble identifying a number of 
interesting solutions that would surely never be found in available dictionaries. 



860421  	
S: Would he inform us what action the 

Government is proposing to take to protect 
Canadian steel companies , specifically 

Ipsco , from countervail 

860428  	
> S: What is the point of having a general 

trade agreement with the United States if 
the result of it will be that the United 

States will still be able to impose countervail 

T: > 1 Mr . Jacques Guilbault ( 
Saint-Jacques ) : I Mr . Speaker , the 

Government cannot refuse to shed light on 
its position on the use of countervail 

> T: > Again I want to ask the Secretary of 
State for External Affairs : Is the 

position of the Canadian Government such 
as to let the United states levy countervail 

> T: > 1 Right Hon . Joe Clark ( Secretary 
of State for External  I 	Affairs ) : I Mr 

. Speaker , questions related to countervail 

Concordance monolingue sur 'countervail' 

countervail 

countervail 

countervail 

duties which the U.S . Commerce Department 
recommended against certain Canadian steel 
products ? 

ing duties on our exports in areas such as 
lumber , and fish , and even specialty steel 

duties . 

duties against Canadian goods ? 

is very much at the heart of these 
negotiations . 

ing duties by the United States . 

ing duties in retaliation under a free trade 
agreement with our country ? 

ing action are an essential aspect of the 
negotiations . 

> S: One of the strongest weapons the U . S 
. has been using to restrict entry of 

foreign goods onto its market has been 
> S: Will the Government assure us that any 

free trade agreement entered into with the 
U . S . will contain clauses explicitly 

banning the use of 
S: > 1 Right Hon . 1 1 Joe Clark ( 
Secretary of State for External I I 

Affairs ) : I Mr . Speaker , 



Concordance monolingue sur `countervail' 

> S: To let the U.S . continue threats of countervail 

countervail 

countervail 

> S: > 1 Mr . Steven W . Langdon ( Essex -- 
Windsor ) :111Mr . Speaker , given 
that these threats will continue , will 

the Government protest to President Reagan 
and attempt to get a clear commitment from 

him that threats of countervail 

• S: Is the Minister aware of the letter 
President Reagan sent to the Senators 

whose support he got last week in which he 
made a commitment to 

> S: Is the Minister prepared to say to the 
President what he has just said to the 

House , that 

ing duties while the talks are going on is 
like permitting war to continue while you 
are discussing a ceasefire . 

ing action ? 

ing action is at the heart of negotiations 
and should not be used while the talks are 
taking place ? 

ing action will not be made against our 
producers during the long period of 
negotiations ? 



ciers ? el ? 

Concordance bilingue sur *countervair 

860421 ************ 
S: Would he inform us what action the Government is /IT: Pourrait-il nous dire ce que le gouvernement a l'/ 
proposing to take to protect Canadian steel compani/I intention de faire pour protéger les sociétés sidé/ 
es , specifically Ipsco , from countervail duties w/I rurgiques canadiennes , plus précisément Ipsco , co/ 
hich the U.S . Commerce Department recommended agai/I ntre les droits compensatoires que le département a/ 
nst certain Canadian steel products ? I méricain du Commerce a demandé de prendre contre ce/ 

I rtains produits sidérurgiques canadiens ? 

860428 ************ 
S: What is the point of having a general trade agree/IT: A quoi sert-il de conclure un accord commercial g/ 
ment with the United States if the result of it wil/I énéral avec les États-Unis si ces derniers vont pou/ 
I be that the United States will still be able to i/I voir continuer à imposer des droits compensateurs s/ 
mpose countervailing duties on our exports in areas/I ur nos exportations dans certains secteurs tels que/ 
such as lumber , and fish , and even specialty ste/I le bois d' oeuvre et le poisson ou même certains a/ 

S: One of the strongest weapons the U . S . has been/ 
using to restrict entry of foreign goods onto its / 

market has been countervail duties . 
• 

IT: Les droits compensateurs constituent l' une des p/ 
I rincipales armes que les États-Unis ont utilisées p/ 
I our restreindre les importations de produits étrang/ 
I ers sur leur marché . • 

S: Will the Government assure us that any 
agreement entered into with the U . S . 
in clauses explicitly banning the use of 
1 duties against Canadian goods ? 

I l' égard des marchandises canadiennes ? 

free trade/IT: Le gouvernement peut-il nous assurer que si nous / 
will conta/I concluons une entente de libre-échange avec les Éta/ 
countervai/I ts-Unis , des clauses spéciales seront prévues pour/ 

I interdire l' application de droits compensateurs à/ 

S: > I Right Hon . I I Joe Clark ( Secretary of Stat/ 
e for External I I Affairs ) : I Mr . Speaker , cou/ 
ntervail is very much at the heart of these negotia/ 
tions . 

IT: > I Le très hon . Joe Clark ( secrétaire d' État / 
I aux Affaires I I extérieures ) : I Monsieur le Prés/ 
I ident , la question des droits compensateurs est au/ 
I coeur de ces négociations . 

T: > I Mr . Jacques Guilbault ( Saint-Jacques ) : I / 
Mr . Speaker , the Government cannot refuse to shed/ 
light on its position on the use of countervailing/ 
duties by the United States .  

IS: > I M . Jacques Guilbault ( Saint-Jacques ) : I M/ 
I onsieur le Président , le gouvernement ne peut pas / 
I refuser de clarifier sa position sur l' utilisation/ 
I des droits compensateurs par les États-Unis . 

T: > Again  1  want to ask the Secretary of State for /IS: > Je veux demander encore une fois au secrétaire / 



Concordance bilingue sur 'countervail' 

External Affaira : Is the position of the Canadian /I 
Government such as to let the United states levy con 
untervailing duties in retaliation under a free tran 
de agreement with our country ? 

d' État aux Affaires extérieures : Est-ce la positi-
on du gouvernement canadien de laisser les États-Un/ 
is utiliser les droits compensateurs en guise de re-
présailles dans un accord de libre-échange avec not/ 

I re pays ? 

T: > I Right Hon . Joe Clark ( Secretary of State fonS: > I Le très hon . Joe Clark ( secrétaire d' État / 
r External  I  I Affairs ) : I Mr .  Speaker, question aux Affaires I I extérieures ) : I Monsieur le Prés/ 

ns related to countervailing action are an essentian ident , les questions de \ countervail \ sont au coi 

1 aspect of the negotiations . I eur des négociations . 

S: To let the U.S . continue threats of countervailinT: Permettre aux États-Unis de nous menacer continue/ 
ng duties while the talks are going on is like permn llement d' imposer des droits compensateurs pendant/ 

itting war to continue while you are discussing a c/I que les entretiens se déroulent , cl est un peu col 

easef  ire  . I mme laisser la guerre se poursuivre pendant que l' / 
I on discute d' un cessez-le-feu . 

S: Is the Minister aware of the letter President Rea/IT: Le ministre est-il au courant de la lettre que le/ 
gan sent to the Senators whose support he got last /I président Reagan a envoyée aux sénateurs qui l' on/ 

week in which he made a commitment to countervailin/I t soutenu la semaine dernière et où il promet d' im/ 

g action ? I poser des droits compensateurs  ? 

S: Is the Minister prepared to say to the President /IT: Le ministre est-il disposé à dire au président ce/ 
what he has just said to the House , that countervan qu' il vient de dire à la Chambre , à savoir que c/ 

iling action is at the heart of negotiations and shn es droits sont au coeur des négociations et qu' ils/ 

ould not be used while the talks are taking place ? I ne doivent pas être imposés pendant la durée des e/ 
I ntretiens ? 

S: > I Mr . Steven W . Langdon ( Essex -- Windsor ) / 
:IIIMr . Speaker , given that these threats wil/ 
1 continue , will the Government protest to Preside/ 
nt Reagan and attempt to get a clear commitment fro/ 
m him that threats of countervailing action will no/ 
t be made against our producers during the long per/ 
iod of negotiations  2  

IT: > I M . Steven W . Langdon ( Essex -- Windsor ) :/ 
I I Monsieur le Président , étant donné que ces mena/ 

I ces vont continuer , le gouvernement va-t-il protes/ 
I ter auprès du président Reagan et obtenir sa promes/ 
1 se que les États-Unis ne menaceront pas d' imposer / 
des droits compensateurs à nos producteurs pendant / 

I toute la durée des négociations ? 



Concordance bilingue sur 'cartes sur table' 

860506 ************ 
T: Mais maintenant les cartes sont sur la table , et/1S: Now the cards are on the table . Ontario and othe/ 

les contribuables de l' Ontario et d' ailleurs dég/1 r taxpayers are getting it in the neck . 
ustent . 	 1 

860522 ************ 
T: Peut-il jouer cartes sur table ? 	IS: Will he come clean with the Canadian people ? 

860525 ************ 
T: Le gouvernement est-il prêt à mettre cartes sur t/1S: Is the Government ready to lay its cards on the t/ 
able et à faire savoir aux Canadiens quelles sont 1/1 able and inform Canadians about what options it is / 
es options qu' il examine . 1 considering ? 

860603 ************ 
T: > En étant trop généreux au début -- et je peux é/1S: > By giving away so much at the front end -- and / 
numérer toute une série de largesses consenties par/1 I can go through the litany of freebies that were g/ 
le gouvernement sans exiger quoi que ce soit en re/1 iven away by this Government with nothing in return/ 

tour , nous nous sommes retrouvés en définitive qua/1 -- when it came to the real bargaining that starte/ 
nd les véritables négociations ont été entamées il /1 d a few weeks ago we had already put all our chips / 
y.a quelques semaines , avec nos cartes sur table . 1 on the table . 

860609 ************ 
T: > Pour ce qui est de négociations cartes sur tabl/IS: > With respect to clean launch , I just cannot re/ 
e , je ne peux m' empêcher de faire remarquer que 1/1 sist saying , the evidence builds up from every qua/ 
es preuves arrivent de tous bords et de tous côtés .1 rter . 

87020 9  ************ 
T: S' il a pris une décision fondamentale à l' égard/1S: If the Government was making a fundamental decisi/ 

de sa stratégie industrielle , qu' il mette cartes/1 on about industrial strategy , we should put all th/ 
sur table afin que nous tenions un débat sur la st/1 e cards on the table and have a debate about indust/ 
ratégie industrielle . 1 rial strategy . 

870305 ************ 
T: Tout d' abord , il doit jouer cartes sur table et/1S: But first the Government has to cone clean and sa/ 

dire que la Commission du blé a recommandé une dim/1 y that the Wheat Board has recommended a reduction / 
inution de 20 p . 100 , si c' est le cas . 1 of 20 per cent , if that is what it is . 

T: > Je crois qu' en outre , les agriculteurs souhai/1S: > I believe there is concern as well with the Gov/ 



Concordance bilingue sur 'cartes sur table' 

tent que le gouvernement joue cartes sur table et d/I ernment coming clean and outlining exactly what the/ 
ise exactement quel sera le prix de base des grains/I initial grain price will be . 

870316 ************ 

T: Il devrait jouer cartes sur table avec les Canadi/IS: He should come clean with Canadians and tell us w/ 

ens et nous dire ce qu' il fera pour les villes tri/I hat he will do for single-industry towns . 

butaires d' une industrie unique . 

870318 ************ 

T: > I M . John McDermid ( secrétaire parlementaire /IS: > I Mr . John McDermid ( Parliamentary I I Secret/ 
de la ministre du I 1 Commerce extérieur ) : I Mons/I ary to Minister for I I International Trade ) : I M/ 
ieur le Président , quf il est amusant d' entendre /I r . Speaker , it is interesting to hear the Liberal/ 
les libéraux dire de une part que il faut abattre tu I s say on the one hand that we must lay all our card/ 
outes nos cartes sur la table , quand leur chef aff/I s on the table while on the other hand their Leader/ 
irme d' autre part que nous avons montré trop de no/I says we have shown too many cards in the negotiati/ 
s cartes dans les négociations . I ons . 

870324 ************ 
T: Il devrait jouer cartes sur table avec les Canadi/IS: It should present Canadians with the straight goo/ 

ens . 	 I ds . 

870427 ************ 

S: Le gouvernement doit mettre ses cartes sur la tab/IT: The Government must put its cards on the table . 

le. 

870505 ************ 

T: On ne peut pas jouer cartes sur table dans une pa/IS: One cannot lay one 's cards on the table in a pok/ 
rtie de poker et on ne peut pas divulguer les détai/I er game , and we cannot lay them on the table perha/ 
ls au grand jour comme le souhaitent sans doute les/I P s the way Canadians would prefer so they would kno/ 
Canadiens pour savoir ce qui se passe dans ce genr/I w what is going on in negotiations like this . 

e de négociations . 

870601 ************ 
T: Au moment même où 1 1  on nous faisait la leçon sur/IS: At the very time when we were being lectured on t/ 

l' importance qu' il y avait à jouer cartes sur ta/I he virtues of the level playing field and the need / 

ble et à assurer une concurrence ouverte et équitab/I to ensure open and fair competition , our exports w/ 



Concordance bilingue sur 'cartes sur table' 

le , nos exportations se ralentissaient quatre foish ere declining four times faster than the rate at wh/ 
plus vite que le marché . 	 I ich the market was shrinking . 

870817 ************ 

T: > Il semble aujourd'hui avoir une nouvelle idée ./1S: > Now he seems to have a new proposal and that ne/ 
Puisque le gouvernement est déterminé à suivre lesh w proposal is that since the Government is determin/ 
conseils , notamment du premier ministre libéral d/1 ed to follow the advice of , among , others the Lib/ 

u Québec , en faisant tout son possible pour négoci/1 eral Premier of the Province of Quebec , by proceed/ 
er un accord commercial , il nous demande de  agir d/I ing with the best efforts attempt to negotiate a tri 
e façon à jouer cartes sur table , ce qui serviraith ade arrangement , he is trying to ask us to act in / 
les intérêts des Américains au point d' anéantir th a way that would put the Canadian case on the table/ 

otalement notre position de négociation . I for the advantage of the Americans in a way that w/ 
I ould destroy the Canadian case . 

870818 ************ 

T: Si cl est le cas , mettons cartes sur table et fa/IS: If that is the case , let us get it on the table / 
isons savoir que le gouvernement ne compte plus à rh and say that the Government no longer agrees with i/ 
especter ses engagements internationaux . I ts international commitments . 

. 871009 ************ 

T: Que le gouvernement joue cartes sur table avec le/IS: Let the Government be straight With Canadians as / 
s Canadiens , gut il leur dise ce qu' il a fait et /I to why it did what it did . 
pourquoi il l' a fait . 

871201 ************ 
T: Il a mis cartes sur table . 	IS: He has put his facts on the table . 

871214 ************ 
T: > Le gouvernement doit mettre cartes sur table . IS: > The Government must be clear for the Canadian p/ 

1 eople . 

871215 ************ 
S: C' est ce que le public canadien désire savoir , /IT: That is what Canadians want to know . Put your  cal 
mettez-donc les cartes sur table ! 	I rds on the table 

880321 ************ 
T: J' ai écrit que nous avions été complaisants asse/IS: I wrote that we have been nice guys long enough ,/ 
z longtemps et qul il fallait maintenant mettre carh we must lay it on the line and say that something / 



Concordance bilingue sur `cartes sur table' 

tes sur table pour dire que le temps d' agir était /I must be done . 
venu. 

T: Par conséquent , comme je l' ai fait observer dan/IS: Therefore , as I pointed out in my letter to the / 
s ma lettre au premier ministre , ce dernier a le b/I Prime Minister , on this problem he is on the side / 
eau rôle et j' ose espérer qu' il mettra cartes sur/I of the angels and I would hope that he will certain/ 
table . I ly lay it on the line . 

880816 ************ 

T: De toute évidence , cet amendement oblige le gouv/IS: It is clear that this amendment calls the Governm/ 
ernement à mettre cartes sur table et à dévoiler so/I ent 's bluff and exposes its intention to open our / 
n intention d' ouvrir nos services de santé aux pro/I health services to the profiteers from the United S/ 
fiteurs des États-Unis . I tates . 

881220 ************ 
T: Nous affirmons qu' ils ne peuvent se prononcer su/IS: We say that that judgment cannot be made unless t/ 
r cette question que si l' on met cartes sur table /I here is full and open disclosure and full opportuni/ 
et que si la population canadienne dispose de tous /I ty for the people of Canada to understand what is g/ 
les moyens voulus pour comprendre ce qui se passe . I oing on . 

	• 
881223 ************ 
T: Est-ce que vous vous lanceriez dans une grosse en/IS: Would you venture into a major business deal with/ 
treprise commerciale avec une autre société sans d'/I another company without first making sure that all/ 
abord vous assurer qu l  on joue cartes sur table , / I the cards were on the table and that credit was go/ 

que le crédit de votre futur partenaire est bon et /I od at the bank and that all your business partners / 
que tous vos associés sont au courant de la situati/I knew what was going on ? 
on ? 



Concordance bilingue sur 'add insult to injury' 

870128 ************ 
S: > To add further insult to injury , just last wee/IT: > Et pour comble d' outrage , le ministre de l' É/ 
k the Minister of Energy , Mines and Resources ( Mr/I nergie , des Mines et des Ressources ( M . Masse ) / 

. Masse ) , in a speech to the Montreal Chamber of/I aurait dit ce qui suit la semaine dernière dans une/ 
Commerce , was quoted as saying the following : 	I allocution à la Chambre de Commerce de Montréal : 

870213 ************ 
S: It adds insult to injury to receive the paltry su/IT: Il est scandaleux de se contenter de 350 millions/ 
m of $ 350 million for such a lucrative company , 8/1 pour une entreprise aussi lucrative et aussi préci/ 
o valuable to the people of Canada . I euse pour les Canadiens . 

870316 ************ 
S: > I Mr . Tobin : I Given that the Prime Minister / 
added insult to injury this morning , saying that o/ 
nly the Government of Canada has the power to make / 
foreign treaties , and given that U.S . trade negot/ 
iator Peter Murphy said this morning -- 

IT: > I M . Tobin : I Étant donné que le premier mini/ 
I stre a eu l' aplomb , ce matin , de déclarer que se/ 
I ul le gouvernement canadien pouvait conclure des tri  
I aités avec les pays étrangers et que le négociateur/ 
I commercial des États-Unis , Peter Murphy , a dit c/ 
I e matin ... 

870330 ************ 
S: It adds insult to injury to receive only a paltry/IT: C' est vraiment le comble de ne recevoir que 350 / 

$ 350 million for such a lucrative company so valu/I millions de dollars pour une société aussi précieus/ 
able to the people of Canada . I e pour les Canadiens . 

870413 ************ 
S: To add insult to injury , 25 other Correctional S/IT: Le comble , c' est que 25 autres projets du Servi/ 
ervice projects throughout the country have been ca/I ce correctionnel ailleurs au pays ont été supprimés/ 
ncelled . I • 

870430 ************ 
T: > I fail to understand why the Government , which/ 
had already announced a few days before that grain/ 
producers could expect an 18 per cent cut in price/ 
s , then chose to add insult to injury by announcin/ 
g it would no longer guarantee loans that were in a/ 
rrears . 

IS: > Donc , je ne peux pas comprendre qu' au même mol  
I ment où le gouvernement annonce à quelques jours d'/ 
I intervalle que le revenu des producteurs de grain / 
I sera inférieur de 18 p . 100 , on ajoute l' insulte/ 
I à l' injure en leur disant à part cela qul on ne g/ 
I arantira plus les prêts qui étaient en retard . 

870505 ************ 



Concordance bilingue sur 'add insult to injury' 

S: > To add insult to injury , the petitions directe/IT: > Pour porter l' injustice à son comble , on a jo/ 
d to " Concerned Canadians " contained a letter  tu  I int aux pétitions une lettre dans laquelle on prése/ 
hat accurately described the Hon . Member 's Party /1 ntait le chef du parti du député , l' honorable dép/ 
Leader , the Right Hon . Member for Vancouver Quadril uté de Vancouver Quadra ( M . Turner ) , comme le p/ 
a ( Mr . Turner ) , as being the proponent of the ln arrain de la loi que le gouvernement souhaite modif/ 
egislation this Government is attempting to change .1 ier . 

870507 ************ 

S: > Finally , to add insult to injury , there is 
e \ Hot-100 \ as it is called , " A quick guide 
what the feds are doing for you " . 

th/1T: > Enfin , pour porter le insulte à son comble , 1/ 
toi' e gouvernement a publié \ Palmarès \ ou Guide écl/ 

I air des programmes et services jeunesse du gouverne/ 
1 ment fédéral ' . 

S: To add insult to injury , the Government has cut /1T: Comme si cela ne suffisait pas , le gouvernement / 
out the housing labour component which used to be a/1 a supprimé les possibilités d' emploi dans le bâtim/ 
vailable from Canada Employment and Immigration cen/1 ent qu' offraient les Centres d' emploi et d' immig/ 
tres but is now absent under the Canadian Jobs Strail ration du Canada mais qui n' existent plus dans le / 
tegy . I cadre de la Planification de l' emploi . 

870512 ************ 
S: > To add insult to injury , the Government has al/ 
so declared that the appellant be deported until th/ 
e Federal Court has considered the appeal . 

IT: > Le comble , cf est que le gouvernement a égalera/ 
1 ent déclaré que celui qui porte sa cause en appel s/ 
I era expulsé en attendant que la Cour fédérale étudi/ 
I e l' affaire . 

870519 ************ 

S: They were told they would no longer have a job at/IT: On leur a dit qu' elles n' auraient plus d' emploi 

Miracle Mart and , to add insult to injury , were /1 i à Miracle Mart et , pour les achever , qu' elles / 
told they would not be entitled to collect unemploy/1 n' auraient pas le droit de bénéficier de l' assura/ 
ment insurance . I nce-chômage . 

870605 ************ 
S: That adds insult to injury as far as the victims /IT: Ce serait trahir à nouveau des victimes déjà bafo/ 
are concerned . 	 1 uées . 

870623 ************ 
T: However , if committed in private , there had to /IS: Mais , lorsqu' il s' agissait d' un endroit privé/ 
be in addition an intent to insult or offend . 	I , il devait y avoir en plus une intention d' insul/ 
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I ter ou d' offenser . 

S: > In addition to being unable 
ment insurance , the Government 
injury , insists that when they 
unemployment insurance premium 

to collect unemployhT: > Non seulement n' ont-ils pas pu toucher de pres/ 
, adding insult to h tations dr assurance-chômage , mais le gouvernement/ 
go to work they pay/I , comble d' insulte , a insisté pour qu' ils retou/ 
s . I  ment au travail et paient des primes d' assurance-!  

I chômage . 

870629 ************ 
S: Local markets for maritime producers will be swal/IT: Les marchés locaux des producteurs des Maritimes / 
lowed by western imports -- I am speaking of everyt/I seront submergés par les importations de le Ouest ,/ 
hing from Quebec west -- and to add insult to injurh je veux dire de toutes les régions à l' ouest du Q/ 
y , those western imports will be subsidized by trait uébec , et , ce qui est encore pire , ces importati/ 
nsportation subsidies . I ons bénéficieront des subventions au transport . 

870630 ************ 

S: To add insult to injury , the other Minister of F/ 
isheries had to pick up half the cost of the public/ 
campaign of the Minister of Transport . 

870826 ************ 
S: > This year es allocation of salmon was set below/ 
the minimum needed for many trollers to survive . / 

Now , to add insult to injury , trollers are being / 
shut down before they have been able to catch even / 
this quota . 

IT: Le comble , c' est que l' autre ministre des Pêch/ 
I es a du payer la moitié des frais de la campagne pu/ 
I blique du ministre des Transports . 

IT: > Après avoir fixé le volume des prises de saumon/ 
I à un niveau inférieur à celui qui permettrait à de/ 
I nombreux exploitants de chalutiers de survivre , 
I 1 a encore ajouté à cette insulte en leur ordonnant/ 
I de cesser toute activité avant même d' avoir attei/ 
I nt leur contingent . 

870827 ************ 
S: To add insult to injury , the Prime Minister sent/II: Le comble , c' est que le premier ministre a envol  

the weak and meek Member of Parliament from Halifah yé le faible et timoré député de Halifax annoncer 1/ 
x in the spring to announce refitting programs which e printemps dernier des programmes de radoubage qui/ 
h would begin in November , 1987 . I débuteraient en novembre 1987 . 

870831 ************ 
S: > To add insult to injury , we have a Minister wh/IT: > Pour ajouter l' insulte à le injure , le minist/ 
o has the nerve to say , II Don't worry , you guys h re a le culot de dire : ` Ne vous tracassez pas , v/ 
over there , the Inter-Church Committee , we will n/I ous les membres du comité inter-églises , nous ne v/ 



Concordance bilingue sur 'add insult to injury' 

ot prosecute you . 	 I ous poursuivrons pas en justice . 

871103 ************ 
T: They want action and they want it now . Mr . Spea/IS: Non seulement , monsieur le Président , tous les / 
ker , to add insult to insult , the Minister goes s/I francophones du Canada sont insultés de l' attitude/ 
o far as to inform us he distributed this document /I du ministre et du gouvernement conservateur , mais/ 
as a courtesy . I il prend la peine de nous dire qu' il a distribué / 

I son document par courtoisie . 

871120 ************ 
S: To add insult to injury , the other Minister of F/IT: Comme si ce n' était pas assez , l' autre ministr/ 
isheries had to pick up half the cost of the Minist/I e des Pêches a dû prendre à son compte la moitié du/ 
er of Transport 's publicity campaign . I coût de la campagne de publicité du ministre des Ti  

I ransports . 

860424 ************ 
S: > To add insult to injury we in Nova Scotia -- a /IT: > Pour ajouter l' insulte à l' injure , nous , en/ 
have-not province -- are being discriminated agains/I Nouvelle-Écosse -- une province défavorisée -- som/ 
t by the Government . I mes objet dé discrimination de la part du gouvernem/ 

I ent 

860526 ************ 

S: It has added insult to injury as far as the offsh/IT: En ce qui concerne la pro-spection au large il a é/ 
ore is concerned . 	 I té doublement injuste . 

860603 ************ 

S: Instead of addressing those doubts and talking ab/IT: Au lieu d' aborder de front ces appréhensions et / 
out those serious concerns of not only Members of P/I de répondre aux très graves objections non seulemen/ 
arliament but hundreds of groups across the country/I t de certains députés , mais également de centaines/ 

, the Government retreated to a series of insults /I de groupes d' un bout à l' autre du Canada , le go/ 
of which I could give you far too many examples tod/I uvernement a choisi de lancer à la tête de l' Oppos/ 
ay . I ition toute une série d' injures dont je pourrais v/ 

I ous fournir aujourd'hui de trop nombreux exemples . 

860610 ************ 
S: > It is shameful to hear this kind of nonsense co/IT: > Il est honteux d' entendre ces absurdités de la/ 
ming from government Members who have described Kat/I part des députés ministériels qui ont décrit Katim/ 
imavik in those terms and have added insult to inju/I avik en ces termes et non contents de cela , l' ont/ 
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